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INTRODUCTION 

Life starts for all living beings after birth 

but to the Eve community alone  

fate starts their life before birth 

arising a volley of questions on the gender forlorn. 

 

Do we decide the gender as female?  

or is it a curse of God for us 

for God must be a male 

partially handling us like fuzz. 

 

Coming to the world with an alarm of cry 

Frightened by the ism’s domination of the society 

which begins at home if you pry 

discriminating from male child and too in society. 

 

What made us to be feeble since? 

our physical appearance or biological factors ally 

don’t hope so with that of science 

but mentally and dogmatically. 

 

Give us a chance to prove ourselves 

joining hand in hand in all sources 

easier to change the system by ourselves 
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if understood the meaning of human and existence breaking all the forces. 
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